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Question
1a
A
1b

(i)

(ii)

1c

Marks
[1]

Archaeological evidence/physical remains/found in the
baths/ photograph of actual remains/ photograph of real
remains not reconstruction.
Does not explain the reason for piles of bricks/ does not
show how floor was heated.

Answers may include:

[1+1]

[4]

Image 1:
Feature: Arched/vaulted ceiling
Reason: means that pillars are not needed to support the
roof/gives open space; collects condensation so that the
ceiling doesn’t drip
Feature: Shelving/niches hanging from the wall
Reason: keeps floor clear of objects/gives more space.
Image 2:
Feature: underfloor heating
Reason: allows heat to circulate
Feature: piles of bricks
Reason: allows for good circulation of heat.
2a

Dinner/an invitation to dinner

[1]

3
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Answer
Question
2b
Answers may include:

He refers to the fact that his patron cannot avoid him:
escape;

The flattery he uses cannot be true: whiter than snow
as opposed to more filthy than a baby’s bib/ few hairs
and Achilles’ locks;

Choice of words: dregs;

Menogenes’ over-reaction to everything: express
amazement;

Hyperbole/exaggeration: a thousand irritations.
3

Answers might include:

In Scipio’s day people went to get clean but now they
want sunbathing/ looking at the view.

Baths in Scipio’s time were plain/not decorated. Seneca
comments on the fancy decoration; accept examples of
decoration from the text. These are all exaggerated and
he does not approve of the pressure to build more highly
decorated bath suites.

There was no running water then/ water was not piped
in. Now there are silver taps pouring out water. He says
people did not care as long as the dirt was gone.

4

Marks
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[4]

[4]

Balance of argument is not required.
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Answer
Question
4
Answers may include:
Baths were intended in the first place to keep clean as few,
even the rich, had private bath houses.

June 2016

Marks
[6]

Source B
Suggests that the baths were used for more than this. As far
as Menogenes is concerned, his pleasure will be gained in an
invitation “come to dinner”. However, for the patron the
pleasure is not so great in that he is pestered by his poor
client.
Source C
Seneca complains that baths are not just a practical building
for washing as in the olden days. Seneca’s contemporaries
expect high quality marble and silver taps along with a tan.
This is a pleasurable experience for them.
Other sources might include:
Seneca: these may be intended as for use or pleasure:
The bath complex could be used for exercise; dumb bells and
ball games; People could buy food – sausages and drinks;
beauty treatments (though depilation does not sound a
pleasure).
Columella:
On the practicalities of a bath house on an estate.
Accept details of named bath complexes.
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Levels of Response

Content:


Answers should be
marked using the 6mark
specification grid



6 points are not
necessary for full marks



Do not award on points
or ticks



There must be
references to other
sources for higher levels

5-6
3-4
2
0-1
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Answer
Question
5a
Answers might include:

Slaves were an accepted part of Roman society/ it was
normal to have slaves.

Skilled slaves/ hairdressers/ secretaries were valuable
and the Romans were keen to show them off.

The Romans could be fond of their slaves and regarded
them as part of their close household.
Image 1:
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[1]

[4]

Credit same reasons once only.

[1]

Not freedman

[1]

Accept u/v.

5b





The women are not working hard
Four are doing the job of one
The women are well-dressed.
Their hair is neat and tidy.

Image 2:





The man is well-dressed.
The man can read/has a skill as he is using a tablet.
His hair is neat.
The mistress is reclining and not looking angry.

Credit that the slaves live in close proximity to their
mistress/master.
6a

Answers might include:



L
Libertus

Must be Latin
6b

sepulta (est) / (hoc) posuit
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Question
7a






Answer

Marks
[2]






‘this unpleasant workplace’
‘what wretched creatures’
‘picked out all over with dark bruises’
‘backs scarred where they had been whipped’
‘so ragged that you could see their bodies through the
tears’
‘forehead branded letters’
‘hair shaved off’
‘ankles in shackles’
‘eyes damaged by thick smoke’

7b





Run errands
Supervise reservoir
Work in a named shop

[1]

8

A good foreman would:





Guidance

[6]

Ensure better/ suitable clothing; sleeves, hoods
mittens.
not be brutal
be aware of hot and cold and have suitable protection
watch the workers carefully so he will not need to punish
them.

However in the end it was the owner’s responsibility as he:
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Checked food
Checked those in prison
Heard complaints

7

Content
Answers should be marked
using the 6 mark
specification grid
6 points are not necessary for full marks

Guidance
5-6
3-4
2
0-1
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Question
9
Answers might include:

Answer
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[12]

Yes:

They have to work in wind, cold and rain. In source D
the slaves are working indoors all year round

Slaves in source E worked in terrible conditions

Slaves in source D have nice clothes

The slaves are chained up (at night)

They work hard: demanding work of them. The
hairdressers in source D do not have to do this
No:

Even though they work outside the slaves in source F
have suitable clothes such as mittens and hoods

Reference to worse conditions from other sources

Seneca refers to public executions



Answers should be
marked using the 12 mark
specification grid



12 points are not
necessary for full marks



There must be references
to other sources for higher
levels

Some balance of argument is
required.

Other sources:

Columella: women weaving indoors have an easier life

Columella: women were forced into child bearing.

Images of slaves being hit

Images of slaves in chains

Seneca (27)

Suetonius (29)

Accept gladiators had admirers.

8
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Content
10-12
6-9
3-5
1-2
0
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